It is an open problem in the area of computable randomness whether Kolmogorov-Loveland randomness coincides with Martin-Löf randomness. Joe Miller and André Nies suggested some variations of Kolmogorov-Loveland randomness to approach this problem and to provide a partial solution. We show that their proposed notion of partial permutation randomness is still weaker than Martin-Löf randomness.
Introduction
There are currently many competing notions of randomness, based on different intuitions of randomness. Some are based on the idea that no random real should belong to certain measure zero sets, others on the frequency interpretation of probability, and yet others on the notion of a fair betting game, called a martingale. Some of these notions are known to be equivalent, others are known to be not equivalent, and for yet others, it is not known whether they are equivalent.
The notions of randomness we will be concerned with in this paper are all based on the notion of a martingale; the main differences lie in the effectiveness of the martingale, the order in which the martingale bets on bits, and the speed by which the martingale is required to succeed. One of the big open questions in the area is whether the notions of Martin-Löf randomness (a notion of monotonic randomness with a very weakly effective martingale) and Kolmogorov-Loveland randomness (a notion of nonmonotonic randomness with a somewhat more effective martingale) coincide. Joe Miller and André Nies [MN06] suggested a weakening of Kolmogorov-Loveland randomness as a way to approach this question. The weakening involves limiting the freedom of the nonmonotonic martingale in choosing the next bit to bet on.
We show that their notion of partial permutation randomness does not coincide with Martin-Löf randomness. All these different notions of randomness are now defined precisely. The notion of a Martin-Löf random can also be explained using martingales. This will show a closer connection to the other notions of randomness we will define and use. In this context, a martingale is a function f : 2 
Theorem 1 (Schnorr [Sch71]). A real is Martin-Löf random iff no effective martingale succeeds on it.
A martingale is (partial) computable iff it is a (partial) computable function f : 2 <ω → Q + 0 . A real is (partial) computably random iff no (partial) computable martingale succeeds on it. Clearly, any MartinLöf random is partial computably random, and any partial computably random is computably random. However, these three notions do not coincide:
Theorem 2 (Ambos-Spies [AS98] The proofs of theorems 1, 2, and 3 can also be found in [DH] or [Nie] . All the notions of randomness above have in common that the martingale bets on all the bits of the real in order, i.e., they bet monotonically. A nonmonotonic betting strategy has the flexibility to choose which bits of the real to bet on (for instance, it might first bet on bit number 5, and then depending on the outcome bet on bit number 2 or 3, respectively). The exact definition (as taken essentially from [MMN
<ω we have that s(w) ∈ dom(w). Given a real A ∈ 2 ω , the scan rule selects a realÃ; however, the scan rule, and a betting strategy using it, use the full history of the play. This means that the object of interest isĀ : ω → (ω × 2) <ω defined as follows:
From this the real played,Ã, can be defined byÃ(n) = π 1 (Ā(n)). Also, if τ ∈ 2 <ω then we can in the same way defineτ m for each m such that for all n < m, s(τ n) ∈ |τ |.
A stake function is a partial function q : (ω × 2)
The stake function gives the bet towards the next bit selected being 0. A nonmonotonic betting strategy is a triple (λ, s, q) where λ ∈ R + is the initial capital, s is a scan rule, and q a stake function. Define the capital after play n recursively by
. This is defined as follows:
We say the betting strategy (λ, s, q) succeeds on A iff lim sup
A real is Kolmogorov-Loveland random if no computable nonmonotonic betting strategy succeeds on it. (Here, we may assume without loss of generality that all reals involved in any computable betting strategy, that is λ and the outputs of q, are actually rational. This assumption makes the notion simpler.)
The following theorem about these notions is well known. 
Question 5. Do the notions of Martin-Löf randomness and Kolmogorov-Loveland randomness coincide?
In Miller and Nies [MN06] , some weakenings of Kolmogorov-Loveland randomness are suggested as a way of approaching this question. They define restrictions of nonmonotonic betting strategies by how the sequence of bits bet on is generated.
Let h : ω → ω be an injection. Then we can bet on bit h(n) in the n th round of betting: a betting strategy that uses h in the selection of bits is a betting strategy (λ, s, q) with s(σ) = h(|σ|) for all σ ∈ 2 <ω . We will write (λ, h, q) for the betting strategy in case s is computed from h in this fashion. (Thus the selection of bits no longer depends on the values of the previous bits bet on.)
Miller and Nies then use this to define several notions of randomness (where q is always a partial computable stake function): A real is permutation random if no betting strategy succeeds where h is any computable permutation of ω; and computable injective random iff no betting strategy succeeds where h is any computable injection. Since a betting strategy using an h that is not total does not succeed on any real, these notions stay the same if we only require h to be partial.
It is not hard to see that Kolmogorov-Loveland randomness implies injective randomness, which in turn implies permutation randomness. Miller and Nies now ask whether one can at least separate the latter two notions from Martin-Löf randomness. In this paper, we show that permutation randomness can be separated from Martin-Löf randomness:
Theorem 6. There is a real A ∈ 2 ω which is partial permutation random but not Martin-Löf random.
We call (λ, h, q) a partial permutation martingale if λ ∈ Q, h is a partial computable permutation, and q is partial computable.
The Proof
We need to construct a real A ∈ 2 ω and a computable function g : N× 2 <ω → [0, ∞) (where we write g s (ν) for g(s, ν)) which is nondecreasing in the first coordinate such that g = lim s→∞ g s (σ) is a martingale which succeeds on A and such that no partial permutation martingale succeeds on A. In fact, in our construction, σ → g s (σ) will be a martingale for every s.
It is enough to ensure that no partial permutation martingale with initial capital 1 succeeds on A. So we will only deal with partial permutation martingales (h, q) := (1, h, q).
Giving the Strategies Money.
In our construction, we will have certain strategies active at different nodes. These strategies will perform certain computations and as a result need to make certain bets, winning (or not losing too much) money along a certain string.
To have every possible strategy be able to do so, we note that 1 = Σ ) i+j from the root. If one of the substrategies succeeds at some stage s it finds a node τ extending σ satisfying certain properties. It will then change g s (·) to g s+1 (·) using its capital c from the root as follows:
Organizing the construction this way, we will ensure that the martingale f we construct has initial capital less than 1. It will not have capital exactly equal to 1 as then it would be closely approximable by a computable martingale, something we know cannot happen.
2.2. Combining Martingales. The collection of monotonic martingales has some easy but important closure properties. If f and g are monotonic martingales, then so are cf , for any c ∈ R + , and f + g.
If we have an enumeration of martingales f i | i ∈ N with initial capital less than or equal to 1 and we want to find a real A ∈ 2 ω such that none of the martingales f i succeeds on A, we can go about this as follows: First we find a σ 0 on which f 0 does not gain too much, i.e., f 0 (σ 0
The difficulty is that since the martingales we have to beat are not monotonic, we cannot add them in this way. The way to overcome this difficulty is shown in the following sections. , let n σ , l σ ∈ N be such that
This means that after n σ many bets, all bets on σ will have been placed, and to complete these bets, no bets beyond the l th σ bet are needed. Then define q) is a well-defined monotonic martingale. Intuitively, this lemma is clear from the probabilistic interpretation, but we give here a combinatorial proof.
Proof. In the context of this proof, we drop the subscript (h, q) from the martingales.
Given σ ∈ 2 <ω , we have to show that in the computation of d expec , for any values n and l which satisfy the requirements, we compute the same value; and that for all σ,
First, let n, l, l ∈ N be such that both pairs (n, l) and (n, l ) satisfy the requirements in the definition of d expec and such that l > l. Then
Next, let n, l ∈ N be such that the pair (n, l) satisfies the requirement in the definition of d 
+ dp(n + 1)2
.
Note that in the third equality, the terms might be reordered (depending on whether p(i) = 0). This shows that in the definition of d expec , the exact values of n and l are irrelevant as long as they are big enough. It remains to be seen that d expec satisfies the martingale equation. So let both n and l be large enough, then
There are now two problems to overcome. Firstly, we need to see that we can use d expec to beat the original nonmonotonic martingale, and secondly, that we can have a sufficiently computable version of it.
The problem with seeing that d expec succeeds on the same reals that the nonmonotonic martingale (s, q) succeeds on is simplified by taking the slowly-but-surely winning version of (s, q) (also known as the saving version of (s, q)). The problem solved by this is that d expec does not reflect all fluctuations that appear in the capital history of (s, q). A version of this well known lemma can be found as [BvMR + 00, Lemma 2.3, p. 579], and the computations in their proof immediately generalize to this context, so we will not repeat them here. The intuition is that in the betting of the martingale every time your capital increases by more than 2, you take 2 from your capital and "keep it in the bank" and only continue betting with the remaining little bit of capital. This way your capital can never decrease by more than 2. If the original martingale succeeds, then infinitely often the little bit of capital you are betting with will increase above 2 so that this martingale succeeds as well. that is needed is to come up with a usable condition under which we can compute it. Existence of n σ and l σ for any σ is clear, but it is not clear under what conditions they can be found computably. We next give such conditions.
Say we have already decided on σ 0 as the initial segment of the real A we are constructing, and that we now want to extend it to length k > |σ 0 |. Then we want to be able to compute d Proof. From | ran(h) ∩ k|, we can compute an n such that ran(h n)∩k = ran(h)∩k, i.e., after n many bets, all bets on every τ of length k will have been made. This means that d ss−expec can be computed on any τ using n τ = n and l τ = max{ran(h n)}.
Note that the hypothesis needed for d
ss−expec to be computable is obviously satisfied for permutation martingales as then always | ran(h) ∩ k| = k.
2.4. Partiality. Initially, dealing with partial permutation martingales seems straightforward. Once you have decided on σ 0 as an initial segment for the real and (h, q) is the next permutation martingale to consider, the strategy working under the assumption that (h, q) is partial should just look for an extension τ of σ 0 where (h, q) diverges. The problem with this is that the earlier martingales already considered, of which all the ones which are "sufficiently total" have been combined into a single monotonic martingale d m , might make a large gain on τ .
The situation we have is σ ∈ 2 <ω , a monotonic martingale d m which is total on [σ]∩2 <ω and for which d m (σ) < 2, and a partial permutation martingale (h, q). We have to find τ σ such that either d (h,q) diverges on τ , or we have a method of adding d (h,q) to d m .
We need to be explicit about what we mean when d (h,q) diverges on τ . For this, we define d
as its negation. The case distinction which needs to be made is the following: Either
The strategy is then as follows: In case (C:↑), we search for such a τ . That is, at stage s, we assume that any computation which does not converge within s steps diverges, and we look for the lengthlexicographically first τ which satisfies (C:↑).
In case (C:↓), we find a total permutation martingale which is equal to (h, q) everywhere where d m is less than 2. This martingale is defined as follows: To computed 2.5. Putting it all together. Let (h i , q i ) | i ∈ N be an enumeration of all partial permutation computable martingales with initial capital 1. We need to find an A ∈ 2 ω on which none of these martingales succeeds (showing that A is partial permutation random) and construct an effective martingale g which does succeed on A (showing that A is not Martin-Löf random). We will define g i | i ∈ N so that g(σ) = lim i→∞ g i (σ) and the sequence of g i is uniformly computable. N (i, σ, 0 , . . . , i−1 ) (where, from now on, we will writē for 0 , . . . , i−1 ) is the strategy with parameters i, the number of martingales supposedly already dealt with on σ, and j ∈ {0, 1} (for j < i), denoting whether the previous strategies were able to find a τ where (h j , q j ) diverges and f¯ where l is the number of times this substrategy has been active before. If this τ is different from the τ we found in earlier stages (which means that the computation on that earlier τ has converged), this substrategy becomes active. We then stop the previous strategies N (i + 1, τ ,¯ 0) we started, and start N (i + 1, τ,¯ 0). Also, we define g k+1 from g k using capital c j+1 from the root (as explained in Section 2.1), where k is the number of times we have already modified the martingale g before.
It is clear that in case (C:↑) (where σ = σ, f m = f¯ i−1 , and (h, q) = (h i , q i )) and where¯ is correct, this strategy succeeds; it will find a pair (τ, τ ) which permanently satisfies the requirement.
Simultaneously, for the second substrategy, we wait for a stage wherê f¯ i and f¯ i−1 converge on σ. Then we set s i := . If we find such a τ , we start the strategy N (i + 1, τ,¯ 1) and define g k+1 from g k using capital c 0 from the root (as explained in Section 2.1), where k is the number of times we have already modified the martingale g before.
It is clear that in case (C:↓) (where σ = σ, f m = f¯ i−1 , and (h, q) = (h i , q i )) and where¯ is correct, this strategy succeeds.
We start the construction by starting N (0, ∅, ∅). Here the statement "¯ is correct" is ∆ 0 3 , and with that information determining the outcome of the construction is Σ 0 2 . We need to see that none of the partial computable permutation martingales (h i , q i ) succeeds on A. Suppose that (h i , q i ) succeeds on A. We will derive a contradiction to the fact that for all i ∈ N, f¯ i+1 i
We know that if (h i , q i ) succeeds on A, thend¯ . This holds in particular for
